Women: Interview Dress Guidelines

Suit: Suit w/pant or skirt. Clean. Well Pressed.
Conservative solid colors: Navy, Black or Gray, or very subtle weave patterns or plaids

Skirts: Knee length when standing...should cover your thighs when seated
Not too billowing, not so narrow that you can't climb stairs
High slits in skirts are not appropriate

Blouse: Light solid color or small print that coordinates with suit

Jewelry If a watch, be conservative.
Wedding/engagement ring. Minimal other jewelry

Cosmetics: Keep makeup conservative
Avoid extremes of nail length and polish color
Little or no perfume

Shoes: Closed toe pumps.
Professional looking. Polished

Hosiery: Plainly styled (no patterns)
Sheer is most conservative (not opaque). Neutral colors complementing your suit

Accessories: If you carry a purse, keep it small and simple
If you carry a small briefcase/tote bag, drop the purse